Year 11 English – Home Learning Pack 7
Task One – Reading

Spoken Language
Can you find the following? Identify and share with a trusted adult:
-

Find three adverbs (words ending in ‘ly’) and discuss why they’ve been used.
Find two examples of personification (giving inanimate objects human features) and discuss
the effect.
Find the metaphor (comparison using ‘is’ or ‘was’) in paragraph 2 and discuss the writer’s
purpose – what was he trying to achieve?

-

Find the use of repetition in the final paragraph – what word is repeated? Why do you think
this is?

Task Three – Writing

accelerate, beat, blast, charge, chase, collide, crash, cut, dart, dash, dive, dodge, duck,
erupt, escape, evade, explode, fall, flash, flatten, flee, flinch, flick, flip, fly, force, gallop,
hover, hurl, hurtle, invade, jolt, jump, kick, lead, leap, lunge, lurch, move, nail, nick, nip,
panic, parry, pass, peel, penetrate, pile, pin, pinch, plow, pounce, plunge, propel, pull,
pump, pursue, push, race, raid, raise, rally, ram, reel, regain, repel, retreat, rip, rise, risk,
roar, roll, rush, run, scamper, scoot, scrape, scream, scuttle, seize, set, shake, shear, shock,
shout, sidestep, skim, skip, skirt, slam, slide, spin, splatter, split, spread, sprint, stumble,
sway, swerve, swim, swing, take, tear, thrash, transfer, trap, tread, trip, topple, try, tumble,
turn, twist, vacate, vanish, vault, whip, wiggle, yank, yell, yelp, zap, zip.
The above words are all verbs (doing words) and are effective when describing a chase scene.
Write the words of your own chase scene. You can choose 1st or 3rd person perspective and present
or past tense.
You should consider:
-

Where does the chase take place? E.g. a forest, a busy train, a graveyard etc.
Who is chasing who? Is it a man chased by another man? A woman chased by an animal? Or
an animal chased by a hunter? Or even something supernatural?
Why is the chase happening? Is it a friendly chase? Or perhaps a dangerous, threatening
chase?
What might happen at the end? Does someone get caught or do they escape? Could you end
on a cliff-hanger?

